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Tetrachalcogenafulvalenes with outer chalcogeno
substituents. Precursors of organic metals,
superconductors, LB films, etc.
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Abstract - An overview of a series of tetrachalcogenafulvalene derivatives
and their charge transfer complexes is presented in connection with the
molecular designing of molecular conductors of single—component (molecular
fastener and chalcogen—chalcogen chain compound) , two-dimensional organic
metals, organic superconductors, LB films, etc.

INTRODUCTION

Many aspects of organic solid state chemistry and physics have been developed since the dis—
covery of tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) by F. Wudl (ref. 1). Among them are molecular conductors
including organic metals and organic superconductors. Organic metals such as TTF.TCNQ are
low—dimensional in nature due to the electrical conduction only along the face—to—face stack—
ing columns and inevitably sustain metal—insulator instabilities at low temperatures. If
these instabilities were suppressed somehow, one might have high possibility of getting
organic superconductors. One of such methods of the suppression is a chemical modification
to increase the dimensionality of molecular conductors (ref. 2). Chalcogen atoms have been
known to form intermolecular chalcogen—chalcogen atomic contacts, and hence, in order to
increase the dimensionality of charge transfer (CT) complexes replacement of sulfur atoms of
TTF with other chalcogen atoms with bigger van der Waals (vdW) radius is effective. These
intermolecular chalcogen—chalcogen atomic contacts may enable electrons to transport not only
along the face—to—face stacking columns but also perpendicular to the columns. This idea
was successfully adopted in the first organic superconductor (TMTSF)2PF6 by Bechgaard and
Jerome et al. (ref. 3) which is quasi two—dimensional due to the intercolumn Se. .Se contacts.
The extension of the idea is to use tellurium atoms whose vdW radius (2.06 A) is 14% and 8%
bigger than those of sulfur (1.80 A) and selenium (1.90 A), respectively (ref. 4). But heavy
molecules have disadvantages to lower the superconducting critical temperature Tc supposing
that the superconduction is BCS type and the lattice motion produces the attractive forces for
Cooper pairs since Tcl/(molecular weight)h/2. Therefore an alternative idea was to prepare
CT complexes with sufficiently high dimensionality by employing molecules which contain light-
er atoms than selenium. It was found by us that a complex of BEDT-TTF, which has an extended
skeleton of TTF with four sulfur atoms, can provide two—dimensionality to suppress the metal—
insulator transitions (ref. 2). Extension of the works on the complexes of this capped
alkylthio substituted TTF revealed several superconductors by several groups.

In the BEDT—TTF complexes, the characteristic properties of the metallic behaviors and
dimensionality are to a large extent ascribed to the large number of intermolecular interac-
tions to which sulfur atoms contribute significantly. Two—dimensional S. .S networks have
been observed along the molecular short axis in many BEDT—TTF complexes. Therefore the C658
group (Fig. 1) is the basic segment which is responsible for the electronic and structural
properties above mentioned.
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Fig. 1. Compounds in the text capped , uncapped i semicapped

Heavy hetero atoms such as chalcogenides and halogens in a molecule are known to increase
molecular polarizability and reduce on-site Coulomb repulsive energy. These heavy—atom
effects are preferable factors for electric conduction in a crystal. The electric conductiv-
ity a is represented by G=lZeTl, and in the case of semiconductors as a =G0exp(—Eg/2kT).
Where fl, is the density of carrier (electron and/or hole), e is the unit charge of an electron,
Ii is the mobility of the carrier, Eg is band gap and k is Boltzmann constant. Heavy atoms in
a molecule are supposed to increase the mobility through the formation of intermolecular atom-
ic contacts and/or to increase the density of the carrier through the reduction of band gap.
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For example, tetrathiatetracene and tetraselenatetracene exhibit the electrical conductivities

of l08 and lO Scm, respectively, under vacuum. These are the most conductive ones among

the molecular crystals of one component (excluding co—ordination compound with metal ions),
though there have been several arguments against the results because of the possibility of

impurity conductoions. The application of pressure to a crystal will enforce the intermole—

cular interactions and hence increase the conductivity. Tetraselenatetracene has a conduc—

tivity of 10 Scm at 200 kbar and p-iodanil becomes more conductive (20 Scm) at 500 kbar
though the latter material is a good insulator at ambient pressure (lO2 Scm). Therefore

c6x14Y14 compounds (Fig. 1) are good candidates for the conductive materials of single—compo—

nent as well as of CT complexes. In this paper we present a few new phenomena on the elec-
trical conduction and structural features of these C6XjY4 compounds, especially single—compo—
nent conductors in detail. These C6XY4 molecules are classified into three groups (Fig. 1)
where the substituents are restricted to alkyl groups in this work.

EXPERIMENTAL

Fig. 2 illustrates the synthetic schemes which are simple and composed of known procedures.
A series ofC6S8compoundswith normal alkyl groups; tetrakis(n—alkylthio)-TTF, TTCnTTF, n=l—
18, was synthesized according to the Scheme 1 and 2. The yield of TTCnTTF decreased with
increasing the length of the alkyl chain in the last coupling reaction in Scheme 1 (C1 90, C8

52%). Scheme 2 surpasses Scheme 1 in the total yield though the yield also decreased with

increasing n in the last step (C3 96, C10 72, C17 63%). The other alkylchalcogeno deriva—

tives of TTF (X=S, Y=Se, Te) were prepared on the basis of the method developed by Aharon-

Shalom et al. for TTeCn—TTF (n=1,2) (ref. 5) (Scheme 3). The yield of TYCnTTF (Y=Se, Te, n
=1—18) is fairly high which did not depend on the length of the alkyl chain but on the purifi-

cation process. A series of X=Se compounds (Y=S,Se,Te, n=1) was also prepared by the same
method as TYCnTTF (Y=Se,Te) above mentioned (Scheme 4). In these cases the yield was lower
than those of the TTF derivatives maybe due to the lower reactivity of C6Se4Y44 than that of

C6S4Y44 to alkylhalides. An alternative route to prepare TYC1—TSeF is to treat tetralithio
derivative of1SeF with dimethyldichalcogenide and this method gave higher yield than that by

Scheme 4. The capped C6S8 compounds were prepared by the same procedures as in Scheme 1 & 2.
In this case Scheme 1 surpasses Scheme 2 where polymerization process by the intermolecular
cross linkage of C6S84 by alkyldihalide easily occures even by dilution method. A semicapp-

ed compound (n'=2, n=7) was prepared by cross coupling of the corresponding ketones and the
compound was isolated from the capped (BEDT—TTF) and uncapped (TTC7—TTF) compounds. All

the materials were purified by repeated recrystallization and column chromatography.
The melting points were measured using Yanagimoto MP—S3 (uncorrected) and/or Seiko DSC—10,

SSC/580. Redox potentials were determined using cyclic voltammetry (Yanagimoto p—1100) in a
standard three—electrode cell (Pt electrodes, vs SCE) in anhydrous 1,2—dichloroethane with 0.1
M Bu4NBF4 under N2 with scan rate of 100 mV/s. X-ray data were collected on a Rigaku four-

circle diffractometer with Cu K radiation. The electrical conductivities of single crystals
and compacted samples were measured by a two—probe method under a vacuum of ca. iO Pa with

gold paste for single—component materials.
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Fig. 2. Synthetic scheme of C6X4Y4 compounds
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TTC-TTF AND FASTENER EFFECT (ref. 6)

Judging from the first half wave redox potentials (E/2(Ex+Eed)/2 ) of a series of TTC—TTF
(Fig. 3), the electronic energies of the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) of the
alkyl substituted C6S8 molecules are almost independent on the size of the substituents. In
addition to that, the capped (n'=l,2,3 in Scheme 5, Fig. 2) and semicapped (n'=2, n=7 in
Scheme 6, Fig. 2) molecules show almost the same oxidation potentials indicating that the HOMO
energies are also independent on the shape of the substituents. However, the features are
quite different in the solid state where the size and shape dependence of the solid state
ionization potentials are clearly observed. BEDT—TTF L4.78 eV) has a significantly smaller
threshold potential than TTC1— (5.05 eV) and TTC2—TTF (5.15 eV), while TTCnTTF's
with large n have even smaller values (4.80, 4.65, 4.60, 4.70 eV for n=8,9,lO,14, respective—
ly) than both of them. The melting points of C658 compounds also show the size and shape
dependence. The melting points of uncapped TTCnTTF are relatively low compared with those
of the capped ones (191, 2)43, 265 *C for n'=l,2,3, respectively) and they decrease rapidly
with increasing the length of the alkyl chains up to n=4 then increase gradually with n (Fig.
4). The semicapped compound has even lower melting point and is liquid at room temperature.
By cooling the compound rapidly to liq. N2 temperature no crystals but a glassy state ap-
peared. While keeping the oil below —20 C for one week made it crystallize with a melting
point of 12 C. These peculiar dependences of the ionization potentials and melting points
on the size and shape of the substituents are understandable on the basis of the conformation
and stacking/packing manner of the molecules in the crystals.

The C6S8 moieties of TTCnTTF (n=l,2) and BEDT-TTF are not planar but show boat-like form
(Fig. 5). A number of short S..S atomic contacts are observed in the crystals of TTC1—, TTC2
-TTF and BEDT-TTF , but the modes of the contacts are different between the uncapped and cap-
ped ones. In the latter the specific 5. .S contacts (3.148—3.69 A) are along the molecular
short axis as mentioned before, while along the molecular long axis are observed very short
contacts (3.148—3.66 A) in TTC1- and TTC2—TTF crystals. Furthermore both of the outer and
inner sulfur atoms construct the S. .S networks of BEDT-TTF, but only outer sulfur atoms con-
tribute to the contacts of TTCnTTF (n=l,2) (Fig. 5). Since the atomic population of inner
sulfur atoms is fairly larger than that of outer sulfur atoms of the capped and uncapped C658
molecules, the mode of the contacts of the capped compound is significantly superior to that
of the uncapped compounds in order to form stable molecular crystals. This may be one of the
reasons of the high melting points of the capped compound. From the stacking and packing
patterns of the molecules of TTCnTTF (n=1,2) and BEDT—TTF, it is said that it—electrons are
relatively localized in the crystals due to dimerization, as a consequence, they show poor

conductivities
The central C658 moiety becomes flat with increasing n (�4). At the same time, the mole-

cular conformation changes from boat— to chair—like structure as is depicted for TTC10-TTF
(Fig. 5). With increasing n, a bundle of long alkyl chains of TTCnTTF assembles C658 moie-
ties in a fashion that the flat it—electron systems (C6S8 moieties) can pile up one after the
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other very tightly. The C6S8 planes form one—dimensional face—to—face regular stacks with
short S. .S contacts (3.57 A for n=9,lO) as if they were subjected to a pressure. As a result,
TTCnTTF molecules were forced to have big intermolecular interactions which gave small ioni—
zation potentials in solid, low resistivities (2-3xlO6 Scm for n=lO,ll), small band gaps
(O.2&—O.34 for n=lO,ll, cf. 0.58 .O.76 eV for n=l,2), and high mobilities (92O cm2/V sec).

This phenomenon, named as a Fastener Effect, may be a concerted one between the vdW interac—
tions of the long alkyl chains (fastening part) and the resonance interactions of the li—elec—
tron moieties and this sort of molecular crystals is names as molecular fastener.

TTeC-TTFAND Te..Te..Te CHAIN COMPOUND (ref. 7)

One of a systematic investigation of the Fastener Effect is to replace sulfur atoms of the
c6s8 moiety with other chalcogen atoms. Considering the intermolecular C. .C contacts (3.99—

4.35 A for TTC9-TTF) of the side alkyl chains between two neighboring TTCnTTF molecules along
the stack, the Fastener Effect may be expected to increase by such replacement. Since un—
capped TTC1—TTF molecules tend to form the S. .S contacts only with outer sulfur atoms, the
effects of Y of C6Xi4Y4 compounds were elucidated at first. The molecular ionization poten—
tials of TYCnTTF (Y=Se,Te) were found to be independent on n similar to that observed in
TTCnTTF, but dependent on only Y within a series of C6SjYi compounds (Fig. 3). By changing
Y (S-+Se-* Te), TYCnTTF molecule becomes stronger electron donor by 0.06 eV monotonically.

The size and shape dependences of solid state physical properties on the length of the
alkyl chain were observed too. The melting points of TYCnTTF (Y=Se,Te) showed similar n
dependences as that of Y=S (Fig. 4). TTeCn— and TSeCn—TTF have higher melting points by 10—
20 and 0—7 C with a few exceptions than the corresponding TTCnTTF, respectively. Among the
exceptions, TTeC1—TTF has considerably higher melting point (175—176 C) than TTC1—TTF (95—96
C) suggesting strong intermolecular interactions of TTeC1—TTF molecules in solid. The
electrical conductivities of TYCnTTF are higher by one to two orders of magnitude than those
of the corresponding sulfur analogues (Y=Se, 5.6x1010, 1.5x109, l.3x106 Y=Te, 4.3x1010,
4.0x108, 5.8x107 vs Y=S, 8.3x1O1--, 1.Ox1O°, and 1.4x1O8 Scm for n=2, 3, 8, respective-
ly) maybe due to the heavy atom effect mainly. These results also confirm that the Fastener

Effect operates in the crystals of TYCnTTF (Y=Se,Te) with large n.
On the other hand, the electrical conductivity of TTeC1—TTF was noticiably high although

alkyl chains are too short to attain the Fastener Effect. The conductivity was lilxlO5
Scm at room temperature which is five orders of magnitude higher than that of TTC1-TTF and
even higher than those of molecular fasteners above mentioned. The carrier mobility deter-
mined by a standard time—of—flight method was obtained as; 11h=28.5±0.5 and e=18.6±0.'4 cm2/V.s
which are one order of magnitude larger than those of usual organic semiconductors (-4 cm2/V.s

and comparable to that of cuppor (35 cm2/V.s). These exceptionally large conductivity and
mobilities are not explained by the Fastener Effect as mentioned above. X-ray crystallogra-
phic study revealed unique packing and stacking manners of TTeC1-TTF molecules in the crystal

(Fig. 6). Contrary to the bent molecular structure of TTC1—TTF, the 11—electron system of
TTeC1-TTF (C6Sj4Tej4 moiety) is planar completely and forms one—dimensional regular stacks along
the b-axis. A relatively large interplanar spacing of 3.76 A was found between the neighbor-
ing C6S4Te4 groups and the Te..Te distances within the stack were more than 5.48 A indicating
that the direct li—electron face—to—face interactions are not responsible for the high conduc-
tivity and mobilities of this compound. Between the neighboring columns were found very
short Te. .Te contacts (3.6144 A) which forms a number of zigzag chains of (..Te. .Te. .Te..)

through the crystal along the b—axis. On the basis of these structural features the novel
trasport of TTeC1—TTF is most likely associated with the conductive Te. .Te. .Te chains coope-
rated with the highly polarizable TTF segments which mediate the chains.

3.76 A

Nqq
Te•••Te chain

Fig. 6. Crystal structure of TTeC1—TTF and its schematic representation
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TSeC1-TTF shows rather high conductivity of 1.0x106 Scm' which may suggest some strong
intermolecular interactions in a solid though the melting point of which (93—94 C) is lower
than that of TTC1—TTF (other polymorphic isomer of TSeC1—TTF has GRT=3.7x109 Scm with
melting point =105 *C). Precise structural studies and physical measurements of TSeCn—TTF
and other systems, TYC1-TSeF, are underway.

The conductivities and mobilities of TYCnTTF (large n) and TTeC1-TTF are to a large extent
ascribed to the characteristic strong intermolecular interactions, which give rise to wide
band widths of valence and conduction bands and hence reduce the effective carrier mass pro—
vided that a band model is applicable. For a one—dimensional system, a simple band theory

gives electrical conductivity and mobility as; c = 2fle2a2tT/-?2 and TI = 2a2etT/fi2 = eT/m*,
respectively, where a is interplanar or interatomic separation, t is transfer integral which
is a measure of intermolecular interactions, T is relaxation time, h is Plank constant, and
m* is effective carrier mass. Therefore in order to obtain highly conductive material, it
is indispensable to increase both fland t. t is associated with band width (=4t for one—
dimensional compound) and obviously dependent on the stacking and packing manners of molecules
in a crystal as has been observed in TYCnTTF system. It is correlated with band gap, Eg as
expressed in INTRODUCTION and Eg can be reduced by using a system of big band widths. But the
more fundamental requirement to reduce Eg is that a component of molecular crystal should have
small energy difference between HOMO and LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital). Since
TYC-TXF does not satisfy this fundamental requirement, TYCnTXF is relatively poor conductor
compared to CT complexes. No organic metals nor semimetals of single—component molecular
crystals have been prepared yet since density of carrier is too small. Modification of the
11—electron systems of TYCnTXF and using the construction method of molecular assemblies such
as Fastener Effect or Chalcogen. .Chalcogen Chain above mentioned will improve the transport

properties of single—component molecular crystals.

BEDT-TTF AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITY (ref. 8)

BEDT-TTF was introduced by us as a promising organic component of organic superconductor since
BEDT-TTF has high ability to produce two-dimensional organic metal of CT type. The most
important character of BEDT—TTF complexes is the correlation between the face—to—face and side
—by—side interactions of BEDT—TTF molecules. The sulfur atoms are tend to form 5. .S network
along the molecular short axis, hence conductivity can be achieved along this direction as
well as along the stacking axis due to the face—to—face interactions where nonplanarity of
the outer ethylene groups (C658 moiety of BEDT—TTF becomes flat on the formation of CT complex

prevents good face—to—face overlap. As a result, the balance between the face-to—face and
side-by—side interactions and flexibility of the outer ethylene groups yield a variety of
polymorphic complexes depending on the solvents, counter anions, and other experimental con-
ditions of crystal growth. One of the most investigated BEDT—TTF superconductors is —(BEDT—
TTF)213 which was found by Yagubskii et al. (ref. 9) with Tc of ca.l.5K at ambient pressure.
We and the Russian group have found, independently, a rapid increase of Tc to ca.7.5K under a
moderate pressure of ca.l.5kbar. By releasing the pressuer to lbar, the high Tc phase (Tc
8K) was found to coexist with the low Tc phase (Fig. 7). The appearance of the high Tc phase
was found to correlate to the dynamical motion of one of the outer ethylene groups (Williams,
ref. 10). The Fermi surface of —(BEDT—TTF)2I3 is closed and the coherence lengths of super-
conductivity are a(O)=633, b(0)608, c*(0)29 A in the low Tc phase and the critical
magnetic fields are 9.1! KG(a), 9.3 KG(b'), 0.146 KG(c*) at 0.5K. The critical magnetic field
increased drastically in the high Tc phase as 105 KG(b') at 1.5K.
Up to now about ten BEDT-TTF superconductors were discovered by several groups out of more
than one hundred BEDT-TTF complexes.

C-,

Fig. 7. Schematic phase diagram of Tc
vs. pressure for —(BEDT-TTF)2I3

4 6
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SEMICAPPED C6S8 COMPOUND AND LB FILM

The most conductive LB film so far reported is composed of CT complex of tetramethyl—TTF
(TMTTF) and octadecyl—TCNQ with aRT=ca. 1 Scm as a monolayer (ref. 11). Temperature depen-
dence of the conductivity of the monolayer or multilayers is semiconductive (Eg=O.l6 eV) maybe
due to the imperfection of the arrangement of the complex in the films. TMTTF (and octa-
decyl—TCNQ) molecules stack one—dimensionally in a segregated manner on the substrate, but
accompanied with a variety of defects due to inhomogeneous island formation, dissociation of
complex on subphase, etc. So the films show almost do anisotropy of conductivity within the
lateral surface. In order to improve the conductivity of a LB film, it is necessary to over—
come the above disadvantages. One of the ways is to use a single—component organic conduc—
tor, but no such compounds have been developed yet as has been mentioned. The other way is
to use a CT complex with high dimensionality which may strengthen the complex formation on
subphase and also the electron transport may be relatively insensitive to the imperfection of
the lattice compared to that of the one—dimensional system. Furthermore it is essential to
employ molecules with short or less bulky alkyl chains to improve the volume conductivity.

On the basis of these ideas, a series of semicapped C6S8 compounds is under examination
whether they are suitable components of a LB films or not. A semicapped compound (n'=2, n=
7) cannot form monolayer on pure water by itself judging from the surface pressure—area iso-
therms. However, a CT complex of the semicapped donor with tetrafluoro—TCNQ forms a mono-
layer with the extrapolated area per complex of 60 A2. Although the multilayers of this CT
complex is insulator due to the complete electron transfer between the components, this result
indicate that CT interaction assists the formation of monolayer and multilayer even though
neither donor nor acceptor molecule can built up films individually.
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